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Creating Crystals in Space Talk at the 

Student Spaceflight Experiment Program  

Sa-Hali Secondary School students, Jordan Brown, Kieren 

O’Neil, Hunter Galbraith, and Ryan Watson (left to right), 

were guest speakers at the Smithsonian Institution’s    

Student Spaceflight Experiment Program (SSEP) National 

Conference in Washington DC. There they presented the 

results of their crystal growing experiment where they 

compared Kamloops-grown crystals to space-grown    

crystals. More details on their crystal experiment and trip 

continued on page 4. 

What Am I? 

Clue 1: I am less dense as a frozen solid than as a melted liquid. 
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The BIG Little Science Centre is open to the public year round 
 

Tuesday to Saturday 10:00 AM to 4:00 PM  
 

CLOSED SUNDAYS and HOLIDAYS 

 

Phone: 250 554 2572   E-mail Gord@blscs.org or Susan@blscs.org 

 

For more information check out our website (blscs.org) our 

Facebook page or follow us on Twitter 

Sarah Champagne running a lab en français. Sarah worked at the BIG Little Science Centre as a 

YMCA Summer Exchange Student. She is from Montréal, Québec and will start college this month. She 

was very helpful with Summer Camps and general public drop in for the last six weeks. She was even 

brave enough to do the air pressure program in French. Au revoir, we will all miss you Sarah! 

Since You Asked... 

Question/Suggestion: You should teach kinds different kinds of stones. 

Answer/Response:  We do talk about different kinds of stones. In the back of the hands on 

    room we have large display called “Every Rock Tells a Story”. We go over 

    the three main types of rocks: sedimentary rocks laid down by rivers, 

    streams, lakes and the sea, or occasionally by wind; igneous rocks formed 

    by the cooling of molten material in the earth and on the surface; and     

    metamorphic rocks which were sedimentary or igneous rocks that have 

    been further changed by heat and/or pressure. Come check out the Geology 

    Lab August 18 to 22 for more information on geology. 

What is Since You Asked…? Since You Asked… is a new part of the BIGScience Newsletter. We 

hope to have a question/suggestion addressed every issue but that depends on if we get enough slips 

in the Suggestion Box. The Suggestion box was made by Christian, one of our regular volunteers, and 

can be found at the front of the BIG Little Science Centre office. Feel free to leave a suggestion or 

comment! 
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Become a member of the Big Little Science Centre Society 

A family membership is $60.00/year. An individual membership is $45.00/year. A family 

membership consists of five directly related people. (This includes any combination of 

grandparents, parents and children). 

Visit our website blscs.org for more details on the benefits of membership. 

BLSC Wish List 

Would you like to help out the Big Little Science Centre?  

Here is a wish list of donations we are looking for: 

 Any Legotm Mindstorms parts (NXT or RTS)   Plastic photo film canisters 

 A 10,000+ sqft building    Large shelving units 

            Glass milk bottles  

Upcoming at BIG Little Science Centre  

The BIG Little Science Centre Exploration Room is open for public drop in:  

Tuesday to Saturday, 10am to 4pm.  

655 Holt Street, in Happyvale School  

Standard entry fees apply for the following, unless otherwise stated.  

Week of August 11 to 15: Forces and Motion Show at 11am and at 1:30pm  

A force is a push or a pull! But what makes those forces and how? Join us to discover many of the 

key forces that influence our lives. Be prepared for some explosive movement and fun!  

Week of August 18 to 22: Explosive Geology Lab at 11am and at 1:30pm  

The land and water of the world sit on different ‘plates’ that slowly move over the earth’s core. 

Explore how this system works, do a Plate Puzzle to recreate the current set up of the continents, 

and try making your own volcanic eruptions!  

Week of August 25 to 29: Astronomy Show and Craft at 11am and at 1:30pm  

Explore the planets of the solar system, then look to the stars and make a Constellation in a Cup! 

Week of September 1 to 5: Static Electricity Show at 11am and 1:30pm 

Time for a Science Centre Hair Do. Join us to learn about Static Electricity and see some great 

sparks! 

A BIG Thank you to… 

Canada Safeway - glycerin 

Kyle Kotowick - geothermal project 

Marg Catherwood - owl and silk worm, nest 

What Am I? 

Clue 2: Even though I provide no nutritional value 

nor any calories, I am essential to life on Earth. 
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The boys with sponsor teacher Ms. Baerg in front of their poster on crystal growth. 

Sa-Hali Secondary Boys at Student Spaceflight Experiment Program, Washington DC 

Jordan Brown, Hunter Galbraith, Kieren O’Neil, Ryan Watson (who are all going into grade nine at Sa-Hali Secondary School this 
September), their families, and sponsor teacher from McGowan Elementary Ms. Baerg, all travelled from Kamloops to      
Washington DC at the end of June to attend and participate in the Student Spaceflight Experiment Program (SSEP) National 
Conference, July 2 and 3, 2015. The conference itself was held at the Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum which      
became a favourite spot for all the boys of all the places they visited. There were a total of 30 student groups presenting from 
Missions 5 and 6 which had launched and returned from space, and also from Mission 7 and 8 which have not yet launched 
(Mission 7 was a victim of a rocket explosion the weekend before the conference).  The presentations were divided up so half 
were on July 2 and the other half were on July 3. 

The boys gave a talk and poster on July 2 about their Mission 6 experiment and results entitled “Creating Crystals in Space”.  
They were very excited to share the details of the experiment and analysis done at TRU, and the key result that the crystals 
grown in space were 2.5 times longer than the ones grown on Earth here in Kamloops. The talk was on the morning of July 2 
and was held in the Moving Beyond Earth Gallery filled with displays of things that had been to space and information about 
many astronauts. After their talk it was announced that this was the first ever presentation from Canada at the conference and 
everyone clapped and cheered which was very exciting.   

The boys in the Moving Beyond Earth Gallery getting ready for presentations to start. 
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The boys and teacher Ms. Baerg with Dr. Jeff Goldstein, Director of the SSEP, at the Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum. 

The poster session was in the afternoon and was incredibly busy. The boys all talked to many people (it was open to the public 
as well as conference participants) and were proud to hand out souvenirs and pins they brought from Kamloops and Canada. 
That evening there was a ‘family science night at the museum’ after it closed just for the conference participants and families 
which involved a special lecture and movie. On the second day of the conference they met more students from Canada who 
will be participating in the upcoming Mission 8 this September from two schools in Toronto (One school in Alberta will be     
participating in Mission 9). 

After the conference all the boys and their families were able to enjoy not only the Smithsonian museums but also the July 4 
fireworks display on the National Mall. The conference was an incredible way to wrap up the whole SSEP experience. The boys 
all said this experience has been amazing and allowed them to learn and do things they would have never thought possible. 
They are very grateful for the support they have received from Kamloops and the entire community and they are hopeful that 
other students in BC and Kamloops will get to participate in the SSEP future missions.  

One of everyone’s favourites was our trek to see Einstein at the National Academy of Sciences. Here, from top to bottom, Kieren, 

Ryan, and Hannah (Keiren’s little sister) pose on his lap. People are encouraged to climb on him and rub his nose for wisdom. 
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Osprey Fledgling Learning How to Fish 
 

 

           Watching the pond for fish                  Diving 

 

               Feet and Head First              Under the Surface 

What Am I? Clue 3: I make up 70% of the Earth’s surface. 
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It got away! 

 

Keep on trying! 
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What Am I? 

I am Dihydrogen Monoxide, H2O, or more commonly known as Water! 

 I am the only substance on Earth that is easily found in all three states of matter: solid, liquid, and 

gas. 

 •   This is what makes weather possible. 

 Temperature in Celsius is based on my boiling and melting points at sea level. 

 I am denser as a liquid than as solid ice. 

 •   This is unique because when all other substances solidify, they become denser. 

 •   This is why lakes freeze on top. 

 I have a pH of 7 which means I am neutral. 

 •   pH stands for “power of Hydrogen”. pH lower than 7 are basic while pH higher than 7 are 

      acidic. 

 I freeze in hexagonal crystalline structure. 

 I am most dense at 4 degrees Celsius. 

 •   When I am cold I carry lots of oxygen. 

 •   Through the seasons I cycle from top and bottom of lakes allowing the whole lake to turn 

      over and be oxygenated. 

 There exists a point, the triple point of water, where I can exist in all three states of matter; liquid, 

solid, gas. 

 Most major cities are found near coasts or rivers because of my importance for sustaining life and 

make transportation much easier. 


